
 
 

 

Australian explorer to commence major drill program at world 

class cobalt-gold project in Canada  

Published: Thursday, 15 March 2018 02:31  

Written by ASIA Miner News  

 

An Australian exploration company is set to commence a comprehensive gold-cobalt 

drilling program at one of the world's highest grade Cobalt-Gold projects in Canada. 

Speaking on day one of the inaugural Paydirt 2018 Battery Minerals Conference in 

Perth, Blackstone Minerals Managing Director, Scott Williamson, said the drilling - due to 

commence within a month - will follow up on the company's impressive initial drilling 

program at its Little Gem Cobalt-Gold project, located in the first-class mining jurisdiction 

of British Columbia, Canada. 

Those initial results showed intersections of 3.0% cobalt & 44g/t gold, which confirmed 

the Little Gem historic results of 3.0% Cobalt & 20g/t Gold. 

"This is an exciting time in the history of our company," Mr Williamson said. 

"Our flagship Little Gem Cobalt-Gold project has the same geological setting as the 

world class Bou-Azzer district in Morocco, where primary cobalt has been mined for the 

past 75 years," he said. 

"We have been very active in exploring our very high grade Little Gem Cobalt-Gold 

project. 

"Blackstone is first company in over 60 years to undertake systematic exploration for 

Cobalt at Little Gem and within the surrounding district. 

"We believe we have about 48km of strike potential in this world-class mining 

jurisdiction. 

"We are hopeful that once this latest drilling program commences, we will know pretty 

soon if this little gem has the potential to be a mine." 

http://www.asiaminer.com/news/latest-news/9261-australian-explorer-to-commence-major-drill-program-at-world-class-cobalt-gold-project-in-canada.html
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Blackstone is also actively exploring for nickel and gold in the Eastern Goldfields and 

gold in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. 
 



BATTERY MINERALS CONFERENCE PREVIEW

Battery minerals
all the rage

Paydirt's inaugural Battery Minerals Conference comes at an apt time in the battery, energy and EV
revolution. Companies have started to position themselves to take advantage of the burgeoning battery
minerals market as narratives around cobalt and lithium demand, in particular, intrigue the global invest-
ment community. Paydirt has tracked the sector - and the Australian companies carving their niche in it -
for much of this decade. Following on from the highly successful Australian Graphite Conference, Paydirt's
Battery Minerals Conference - to be held at the Pan Pacific Hotel, Perth, March 14-15 - will allow investors
the opportunity to build their understanding of this most captivating of commodity sectors

In a further boost to juniors scouring the
globe for opportunities in the battery

minerals sector, mining giant Rio Tinto
Ltd has established an open door policy
to discuss potential synergies with pro-
spective players in the sector.

Rio Tinto's exposure to emerging bat-
tery minerals currently comprises its
MoU with the Serbian Government to
progress the Jadar lithium-borate pro-
ject, 140km from Belgrade, which could
potentially be in production in 2023.

Upon steady-state production, it is
possible that Jadar could provide 10% of
global lithium demand based on the cur-
rent resource of 200mt, which makes it
one of the largest deposits of its kind in
the world.

Development of similar sized depos-
its are expected if future lithium demand
is to be satisfied, but Rio Tinto also has
eyes for other projects bearing battery
minerals, according to Kevin Fox, man-
aging director of its Ventures division.

And, there appear no barriers as to
where the iron ore heavyweight is willing
to conduct its search for battery miner-
als.

"Copper is very relevant to this whole
story and copper is of enormous interest
to Rio Tinto. Deposits in Africa are well
known and are in jurisdictions that we re-
gard as challenging, but not impossible,"
Fox said during a discussion on battery
minerals at Mining Indaba.

"Part of the Ventures group [mandate]
is to look at interests in copper in some
of those jurisdictions where we are not
present or are keen to look at opportuni-
ties. Obviously, nickel and cobalt are also
very relevant and again I think the nickel
opportunities in particular are especially
challenging because of the geological
rarity of decent nickel deposits. The op-
portunities in Africa; I can probably count
them on one hand. [But] in terms of desir-
ability those opportunities are very high
and in terms of availability they are very
low, which is always the reality for nickel.

"That has to be good news for juniors
who have encouraging prospects and we
would certainly like to talk to people who
have those projects in the nickel space."

DRC is unquestionably the host of the
world's greatest known cobalt resources
but it is a jurisdiction some companies

prefer to shy away from.
"In the context of Rio Tinto Ventures,

we are certainly interested in looking at
opportunities and again the distribution
of cobalt is so biased in a couple of ju-
risdictions in Africa we would be very
pleased to look at those elsewhere in Af-
rica outside of DRC," Fox said.

The DRC Government is preparing to
replace the 2002 Mining Code, essential-
ly meaning increased royalties and taxes
with an emphasis on gaining more from
strategic minerals such as cobalt, which
has soured relationships between gov-
ernment and mining companies.

Such are the complications in the bat-
tery mineral supply chain, end-users
such as Apple Inc - one of the world's
largest consumers of cobalt - intend to
source future cobalt supply direct from
miners; a potential catalyst for adven-
turous companies to consider taking on
risks not usually considered.

Many juniors have struggled to lock in
project funding from traditional sources
due to the opaque nature of marketing
in commodities such as graphite, cobalt,
lithium and nickel sulphate.
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"For us as investors, we
can only invest in listed
companies and it is quite
difficult to find companies
that give us the right up-
side for, in example, co-
balt," founder of Commod-
ity Discovery Fund Willem
Middelkoop said.

Therefore, deals such as
the one struck by Austral-
ian Mines Ltd with Korean
company SK Innovation for
100% of cobalt and nickel
production from Sconi,
Queensland, will serve in-
dustry well.

Australian Mines report-
ed that potential end-cus-
tomers in Asia and Europe
had taken to the Sconi
story well, with discussions
relating to off-take for the
scandium oxide compo-
nent of the project also
continuing.

In the meantime, SK - a leading global
EV battery manufacturer which produc-
es $US120 billion per year in revenue
- has signed an initial seven-year off-
take agreement (six-year extension op-
tion also included) for 12,000 tpa cobalt
sulphate and 60,000 tpa nickel sulphate
from Sconi.

Sconi is the most advanced project of
its type in Australia, with
SK engaged with Austral-
ian Mines to optimise the
BFS. SK also has an op-
tion to acquire 19.99% of
Australian Mines' ordinary
shares.

"Now that Australian
Mines has secured an off-
take partner for the Sconi
project, we are the only
company that is in a posi-
tion to align the technical
production and process-
ing parameters of the BFS
with the demands of its
end-user partner who will also be our key
strategic partner in the construction and
financing of the overall project," Austral-
ian Mines managing director Ben Bell
said.

To accommodate the SK agreement,
Australian Mines has pushed out the re-
lease of a BFS on Sconi to the end of
June.

While Australian Mines might be the
forerunner in the space, Australia's over-
all cobalt sector "remains a very nice sec-
tor", according to Regal Funds Manage-
ment portfolio manager Julian Babarczy.

"Our preference currently resides at

Rio Tinto Ventures managing director Kevin Fox

the more junior end of the market, where
we think some of the more exciting in-
vestment propositions reside [but with
commensurate higher risk]. A great ex-
ample of these types of companies is
Aeon Metals Ltd. Aeon is exploiting a
Queensland-based copper project with
relatively high tonnage cobalt," Barbarc-
zy said in a client note.

.. in terms of desirability those
opportunities are very high and

in terms of availability they are very low,
which is always the reality for nickel.
That has to be good news for juniors

who have encouraging prospects and we
would certainly like to talk to people who
have those projects in the nickel space.

"Another company we like is Jervois
Mining Ltd which has a project in New
South Wales that is near other listed
peers, but Jervois trades at a fraction of
their price. The company is also actively
looking for growth via acquisition, which
may lead to further value accretion. We
genuinely believe that this is a sector that
will continue to grow and have strong
fundamental drivers for many years to
come."

LME cobalt prices were $US80,000/t
late last month and few could predict
when the ceiling would actually be hit.

So, while there is due attention to the

cobalt market at present,
expert opinion was unani-
mous that traditional base
metals had bullish pros-
pects in the revolution un-
der way.

"Vanadium may be of
interest in the future, but
there is no real market yet
for those speciality met-
als," Middelkoop said.

"You should also be
aware that we are in the
first phase of these new
batteries which, if you
believe the hype, it is all
about lithium but lithium
supply is not a concern.
There is plenty of lithium
around, there is just a
shortage of production ca-
pacity. We can double the
production capacity world-
wide with $5 billion worth
of investment but to open
one new copper mine re-

quires $5 billion investment alone. I think
copper and nickel will be the real big win-
ners of this revolution."

David Twist, partner at African Mining
Development Fund, echoed similar senti-
ment about nickel and copper.

"We also think copper and nickel will
be the big winners. There is a lot of op-
portunity in other things, especially co-

balt, and vanadium seems
to be seeing its day now,
but in the big picture it is
copper, nickel and lithium.
Above all else finding a
good nickel and copper
project will be worthwhile,"
Twist said.

Despite Lynas Corpora-
tion Ltd pulling itself from
the brink of receivership to
rare earths powerhouse -
once again by demon-
strating the importance
of magnets to the battery
story - investors are still

feeling the burn from the last bust in rare
earths.

Therefore, the uptake in rare earths
stories is expected to be slow, according
to Cobalt27 Capital Corp chairman An-
thony Milewski.

"The bust of rare earths has left a bad
taste in the mouths of investors. I don't
see it attracting the amount of investment
going into copper and nickel mines. Even
if that is unfair I just don't see it because
so many people lost a lot of money in the
last cycle," Milewski said.

- Mark Andrews
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Battery minerals demand to surpass WA’s 1990s gold boom  

Published: Thursday, 22 March 2018 14:41  

Written by ASIA Miner News  

Demand for battery minerals will create a boom in Western Australia “bigger and more 

sustained” than the state’s gold boom of the 1990s, predicts one of Australia’s foremost 

mining engineers. 

Speaking at the 2018 Battery Minerals conference in Perth, Midas Engineering Group 

Director/Principal Consulting Engineer, Damian Connelly, said the sector was misjudging 

the full impact that demand for the precious commodity will have in the short to medium 

term. 

“Make no mistake, the demand for battery minerals will create a WA boom bigger and 

more sustained than the gold boom of the 1990s,” Mr Connelly said. 

“The market and financial institutions are underestimating the huge disruptive change 

and the speed of change occurring in the technology of the battery market,” he said. 

“The very demanding technical specifications for battery minerals will limit the suitability 

of some ores. 

“With cobalt, nickel, vanadium and manganese, and exciting new technology will 

produce the demanding pure specifications required. 

“Demand is currently exceeding supply and current expansions will still lag behind for a 

number of years to come.” 

Minerals Commodities Limited Business Development Manager, Daniel Hastings, told 

the conference WA will soon be well positioned to entice battery manufacturers to invest 

in infrastructure. 

He said that WA could become the only jurisdiction in Australia and possibly the world 

producing all raw materials for Lithium Ion Battery production – including nickel sulphate, 

lithium carbonate and hydroxide, and potentially Battery Anode Material. 

“We take the view – like most other companies – that the current energy revolution has 

just begun and the outlook for battery raw materials is extremely positive,” Mr Hastings 

said. 

http://www.asiaminer.com/news/latest-news/9268-battery-minerals-demand-to-surpass-wa-s-1990s-gold-boom.html
http://www.asiaminer.com/


Mr Connelly agrees, warning that the sector and financial institutions needed to act fast 

to ensure the state maximised this potential. 

“The demand for high purity battery grade lithium carbonate is expected to grow 

significantly in the near term,” Mr Connolly said. 

“The lithium-ion battery sector is one of the fastest growing and largest consumers of 

lithium,” he said. 

“Lithium-ion batteries have superior energy density, are more efficient and 

environmentally friendly than traditional acid batteries and the cost is falling based on 

innovation and technical development. 

“Demand for battery minerals in WA is expected to grow at intense levels - plans and 

structures put in place now will heed well for the future.” 
 
 



 

 

Elon Musk the “barometer” of global battery production: emerging 
Australian graphite producer 

 

Elon Musk’s Tesla factory in the US will be the barometer of global battery production when 
it reaches full operational capacity within two years, an emerging Australian graphite 
producer said today. 
 
Speaking at day two of Paydirt’s 2018 Battery Minerals conference in Perth, BlackEarth 
Minerals Managing Director, Tom Revy, said that was one of the reasons his company was 
fast-tracking its promising Madagascan graphite developments. 
 
“It’s truly remarkable what Elon Musk is achieving with his Tesla Gigfactory in Nevada in the 
United States - it will be the true barometer of global battery production,” Mr Revy said. 
 
“The factory is located on 3000 acres, the factory alone is 126 acres in size……large enough 
to house 100 Boeing 747s…..just visualise that for a moment,” he said. 
 
“Once fully operational in 2020, it will lower its cost of producing batteries by 30% - the site 
will produce more batteries than were produced globally in 2013. 
 
“By 2020, the total cost will be in excess of US $5 billion. 
 
“Graphite will be the largest input of raw material for Tesla - as much as 70,000-plus tonnes 
of flake graphite each year may be required for the Tesla factory alone.” 
 
Mr Revy said battery cell manufacturing capacity –led by China – over the past four years 
has more than doubled to 125 GWHr and was projected to double again to 250 GWHr by 
2020 - and increase a further 10 times by 2037 adding a further 60 Gigafactories in that 
period. 
 
Further, another three graphite anode plants with an annual capacity of 100,000tpa are 
being built in China and Japan, which will bring the total new capacity of anode 
megafactories to 360,000 tonnes per annum (tpa). 
  
These factories alone will require over 800,000 tpa of mined flake graphite. 
 



All of which makes BlackEarth Minerals’ developing projects in Madagascar a compelling 
story, Mr Revy believes. 
 
The Company is fast-tracking the development of its Maniry and Ianapera graphite projects 
in the mining friendly country and expects to define a maiden resource at Maniry by mid-
year. 
 
Mr Revy said BlackEarth planned to commence trenching at the Ianapera project in the 
second half of 2018, following excellent rock chip results. 
 
He said the company also plans to complete preliminary mineralogy and metallurgical test 
work at its Maniry project in the third quarter of 2018, followed by a scoping study. 
  
“BlackEarth is ideally placed to fast track its Madagascan developments – it’s in the right 
jurisdiction at the right time,” Mr Revy said. 
 
“Graphite supply shortfalls will eventuate because big companies have invested big dollars 
assuming that supply will readily follow,” he said 
 
“Geo-political issues are and will continue to be a key driver for off-takers of graphite 
moving forward. 
 
“Madagascar is proving itself to be a preferred investment location for upcoming graphite 
producers because of its rich graphite history, reputation for graphite quality and the 
acceptance by resource companies (and others) as an investment destination. 
 
“It is important all emerging graphite producers in Africa learn from the lessons of others 
 
“We remain bullish in terms of the medium to long term outlook for graphite. 
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Australian explorer to commence major drill program at world class cobalt-
gold project in Canada 

 

An Australian exploration company is set to commence a comprehensive gold-cobalt drilling 
program at one of the world’s highest grade Cobalt-Gold projects in Canada. 
 
Speaking on day one of the inaugural Paydirt 2018 Battery Minerals Conference in Perth, 
Blackstone Minerals Managing Director, Scott Williamson, said the drilling – due to 
commence within a month – will follow up on the company’s impressive initial drilling 
program at its Little Gem Cobalt-Gold project, located in the first class mining jurisdiction of 
British Columbia, Canada. 
 
Those initial results showed intersections of 3.0% cobalt & 44g/t gold, which confirmed the 
Little Gem historic results of 3.0% Cobalt & 20g/t Gold. 
 
“This is an exciting time in the history of our company,” Mr Williamson said. 
 
“Our flagship Little Gem Cobalt-Gold project has the same geological setting as the world 
class Bou-Azzer district in Morocco, where primary cobalt has been mined for the past 75 
years,” he said. 
 
“We have been very active in exploring our very high grade Little Gem Cobalt-Gold project. 
 
“Blackstone is first company in over 60 years to undertake systematic exploration for Cobalt 
at Little Gem and within the surrounding district. 
 
“We believe we have about 48 km of strike potential in this world-class mining jurisdiction. 
 
“We are hopeful that once this latest drilling program commences, we will know pretty soon 
if this little gem has the potential to be a mine.” 
 
Mr Williamson said Blackstone owns a large land holding with 48 kilometres of untested 
strike potential of highly prospective geology similar to the world-class Bou-Azzer primary 
Cobalt district in Morocco.  



 
He said the Little Gem Project was discovered in the 1930s by prospectors identifying a pink 
cobalt-bloom on weathered mineralization that led to three adits being developed. 
 
However, there has been very little modern day exploration at the site with the main 
activities being airborne geophysical surveys in the 1970s and a further two drill holes 
completed in 1986. 
 
Blackstone is also actively exploring for nickel and gold in the Eastern Goldfields and gold in 
the Pilbara region of Western Australia.  
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Renewable energy investment overtakes fossil fuel generation funding: 
industry expert 
 
Investment in renewable generation has eclipsed investment on fossil fuel generation in 
recent years, one of Australia’s leading futurists revealed today. 
 
Speaking on day one of the inaugural Paydirt 2018 Battery Minerals Conference in Perth, 
Future Smart Strategies Managing Director, Professor Ray Wills, said that since 2016, 
additions of renewable capacity in the power sector has been higher than coal, gas, oil and 
nuclear combined.  
 
“Rapid, non-linear developments in and uptake of clean technologies - and even more rapid 
reductions in technology pricing - mean the nature of the global energy market, and in 
particular the electricity market, is changing both off-grid and on-grid around the world,” 
Professor Wills said.   
 
“We are also seeing revolutionary shifts in how we do planning, project financing, and 
engineering for energy - and downstream into network and energy system management,” 
he said.  
 
“A core difference to the technology now being deployed is its ability to be built quickly - 
and now more cheaply - than any other source of electricity generation. 
 
“Add ever-increasing digitisation and integration for mobile applications – not just phones 
and tablets, but also power tools and gaming devices, and for personal mobility - also boosts 
demand for energy storage.”  
 
Professor Wills said the arrival of cost-competitive stationary storage offering network 
services as well as stored energy can deliver on-demand power provision from renewables.  
  
 
 



 
He said a feature of mobile devices needing power is a perpetual pursuit of both energy 
efficiency in devices to prolong battery life, and battery density improvements to carry 
more solar and efficient appliances, as well as lighting and storage that will demand smart 
energy management utilising AI and machine learning.  
 
Continuous falls in battery cost reductions are consistently demonstrated, and have a high 
probability to continue.   
 
And vehicle electrification with batteries has seen the automotive industry move from a 
“headline a year” to a “headline a day” in the car industry.  
 
“Beyond the basics of all vehicles going electric, there are so many elements changing in the 
car industry - part of global mega trends in mobility and connectivity and autonomy and the 
internet of things,” Professor Wills said.  
 
“From the point of view of minerals for the storage revolution, it is crucial that action is 
taken quickly so Australia takes a share of the many new jobs (skilled and semi-skilled) in 
this two trillion-dollar value chain – an opportunity that might just double Australia’s GDP 
from a single new industry sector,” he said. 
 
“In the age of a digital economy, Australia's next major growth phase can be delivered by 
downstreaming and value-adding Australia's lithium and other energy storage related 
resources. 
 
“The key change with the new trends is that we have moved on from predicting what might 
happen in the future to measuring it, seeing it happen.  
 
“The only question is just how fast the growth trend is – fast, very fast – or ludicrous?” 
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Renewables Out-generating Fossils  
March 16, 2018/in Resources Roadhouse, The Conference Caller /by Wally Graham 

THE CONFERENCE CALLER: Delegates at the Paydirt 2018 Battery Minerals Conference 

in Perth heard that investment in renewable generation has eclipsed investment on fossil fuel 

generation in recent years. 

Speaking on day one of the Paydirt 2018 Battery Minerals Conference, Future Smart 

Strategies managing director, Professor Ray Wills, told punters that since 2016, additions of 

renewable capacity in the power sector has been higher than coal, gas, oil and nuclear 

combined. 

“Rapid, non-linear developments in and uptake of clean technologies – and even more rapid 

reductions in technology pricing – mean the nature of the global energy market, and in 

particular the electricity market, is changing both off-grid and on-grid around the world,” 

Professor Wills said. 

“We are also seeing revolutionary shifts in how we do planning, project financing, and 

engineering for energy – and downstream into network and energy system management. 

“A core difference to the technology now being deployed is its ability to be built quickly – 

and now more cheaply – than any other source of electricity generation. 

“Add ever-increasing digitisation and integration for mobile applications – not just phones 

and tablets, but also power tools and gaming devices, and for personal mobility – also boosts 

demand for energy storage.” 

According to Wills, the arrival of cost-competitive stationary storage offering network 

services as well as stored energy can deliver on-demand power provision from renewables. 

He said a feature of mobile devices needing power is a perpetual pursuit of both energy 

efficiency in devices to prolong battery life, and battery density improvements to carry more 

solar and efficient appliances. 

This includes lighting and storage that will demand smart energy management utilising AI 

and machine learning. 

As battery technology improves so too does the falls in battery cost reductions, which 

continue to be consistently demonstrated with a high probability to continue. 

Will said the emergence of electric vehicles, and the batteries that power them, has seen the 

automotive industry move from a “headline a year” to a “headline a day” in the car industry. 

“Beyond the basics of all vehicles going electric, there are so many elements changing in the 

car industry – part of global mega trends in mobility and connectivity and autonomy and the 

internet of things,” he said. 

“From the point of view of minerals for the storage revolution, it is crucial that action is taken 

quickly so Australia takes a share of the many new jobs (skilled and semi-skilled) in this two 

trillion-dollar value chain – an opportunity that might just double Australia’s GDP from a 

single new industry sector. 

http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/renewables-out-generating-fossils/
http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/category/resources-roadhouse/
http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/category/the-conference-caller/
http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/author/5kedn/


“In the age of a digital economy, Australia’s next major growth phase can be delivered by 

down-streaming and value-adding Australia’s lithium and other energy storage related 

resources. 

“The key change with the new trends is that we have moved on from predicting what might 

happen in the future to measuring it, seeing it happen. 

“The only question is just how fast the growth trend is – fast, very fast – or ludicrous?” 

 



Interview with Damian Connelly, Director, Midas Engineering ... 

 

Sky Business News, Sydney hosted by Natalie MacDonald 20 Mar 2018 2:35 PM 
Trading Day - 6 mins 20 secs - ID: X00074008145 

 
Interview with Damian Connelly, Director, Midas Engineering Group. 
MacDonald says the shares of lithium producers Pilbara Minerals, Galaxy [Resources], 
Orocobre, and Mineral Resources are all in negative territory. She reveals that according to 

Connelly, the demand for battery minerals, such as lithium, is expected to create a boom in WA that is going to 
surpass the state's gold boom of the 1990s. Connelly explains that WA's '90s gold boom was precipitated by CIP 
technology, a disruptive change in the gold industry. He recalls that there were a lot of small gold projects and 
drilling activities back then. He adds that the gold boom resulted in a boom in employment. He notes a similar 
thing is now happening in WA with hard-rock lithium deposits. He says in the last three years, WA's resource 
sector. particularly iron ore and oil and gas, has been depressed, but there has been a lot of activity in lithium. He 
points out that significant investment is required to bring lithium products to the market. He mentions that Talison 
[Lithium] has been operating at Greenbushes for quite a while. He adds that Tawana Resources has just started 
in Bald Hill. He also cites Pilbara Minerals and Altura [Mining] as examples. He says these companies need lots 
of support as they set up their own power supply, water supply, and camp. MacDonald brings up Elon Musk's 
lithium battery project in SA. She wonders if there could be a similar competition taking place in WA. Connelly 
thinks WA is very well-placed to do it. He also believes that electric cars are bound to happen. 
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Western Australia set to become well-positioned to entice battery 
manufacturing infrastructure investment 

 

Western Australia could soon become a hub for battery manufacturing with the state 
expected to be the only jurisdiction in the country to produce all raw materials for lithium 
ion battery production. 
 
That is the view of Minerals Commodities Limited Business Development Manager, Daniel 
Hastings, whose company is developing the Munglinup Graphite Project, about 100 
kilometres west of Esperance in Western Australia. 
 
Speaking on day one of the inaugural Paydirt 2018 Battery Minerals Conference in Perth, Mr 
Hastings said WA will soon be well positioned to entice battery manufacturers to invest in 
infrastructure.   
 
“We believe that with WA expected to become the only jurisdiction in Australia and possibly 
the world producing all raw materials for Lithium Ion Battery production - including Nickel 
Sulphate, Lithium Carbonate and Hydroxide, and potentially Battery Anode Material – the 
state will be well positioned to entice battery manufacturers to invest in infrastructure 
here,” Mr Hastings said. 
 
“We take the view - like most other companies - that the current energy revolution has just 
begun and the outlook for battery raw materials is extremely positive,” he said. 
 
“We identified graphite (its Munglinup Graphite Project ) as a target due to the belief that 
environmental issues in China, along with the average grade of these Chinese deposits, the 
projected increase in demand for anode material, the desire for battery producers to 
diversify geographical sources of graphite, and the likely sovereign risk and other locational 
issues with operating in Eastern Africa, would provide the basis for sustained increases in 
natural flake graphite prices over the longer term. 
 
“The battery cathode chemistry is constantly evolving, however apart from inclusion of 
silicon in anodes, it is suggested that other step changes in anode technology such as lithium 
metal anodes are likely to be a long way off in the future.   
 
“This bodes well for graphite demand as a battery raw material in the longer term. 



  
“Having said all that, the battery market is relatively small and the Munglinup Graphite 
Project has the benefit of not requiring involvement in the battery market space to be 
profitable.   
 
“That doesn’t mean we are not interested in this market - rather that the project doesn’t 
need to hang its hat on the EV revolution.” 
 
Minerals Commodities Limited is currently undertaking a Pre-Feasibility Study into the 
production of purified spherical graphite at its Munglinup Graphite Project.   
 
It has identified Doral’s facility at nearby Kwinana as a potential location for the required 
infrastructure as it is already fully permitted and gives access to all of the primary 
requirements in producing spherical graphite, predominantly inert gases and cheap power. 
 
Mr Hastings said the company has the potential to take its lowest paying concentrate and 
produce significantly higher value material.  
 
It was also undertaking testwork on its Munglinup graphite to assess its applicability to the 
expandable market. 
 
“Graphite complements our experience and history of developing small open cut, high-
grade operations using proven and relatively straight forward processing technology,” Mr 
Hastings said. 
 
“The Munglinup Graphite Project is advanced and able to be brought into production in a 
relatively short timeframe due to the large amount of work previously done on the deposit,” 
he said. 
 
“It is expected that the current drilling program will increase both the Mineral Resource and 
Production target.  Inspection of initial drilling designed to test extensions to known 
mineralisation have been very positive.”   
 
 
MEDIA CONTACT 
Sean Whittington 
Field Public Relations 
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March 16, 2018  |  Michael Quinn 

Positive end to week for miners  
  

 
A POSITIVE close to the week with the Metals & Mining index closing up 1% on the ASX 200.  

  

Gold and copper stocks were less in demand though AngloGold Ashanti led the way overall among the bigger 

capitalised stocks as it provided an update from the DRC, though it was on typically pitiful turnover. 

Whether the update was positive or negative wasn’t immediately obvious, though where there is dialogue there 

is hope. 

Elsewhere diversified miner South32 got an upgrade from Credit Suisse and gave a dividend update, all of 

which was positive so far as investors were concerned. 

Among the juniors, battler Mount Burgess Mining (MTB) mentioned the word “vanadium” and saw a 100% uplift 

intraday. 

Vanadium is hot at the moment on the back of demand for it from the steel industry plus the potential upside 

from the battery storage thematic. 

Speaking of batteries, Mineral Commodities (MRC), enjoyed a gain of 38% after presenting its graphite 

credentials at Paydirt’s Battery Minerals conference in Perth. 

Speaking some more of batteries, Venus Metals (VMC) was up 22% in late trade, with Venus having cobalt-

nickel ground in Western Australia. 

And Nzuri Copper (NZC) jumped 20%, a move possibly a function of investors taking a look at its cobalt 

prospects in DRC in the wake of Glencore’s deal with China with its cobalt from the DRC. 

Elsewhere Aus Tin Mining (ANW) was up 18% in late trade, and yep, it’s into cobalt too. 

Andromeda Metals (ADN), ditto, up 14%. 

Did we mention cobalt! 

 

http://aspermontlimited-editorial.cmail20.com/t/j-l-btjyhc-zgdikjuu-n/
http://aspermontlimited-editorial.cmail20.com/t/j-l-btjyhc-zgdikjuu-p/


Calderwood hails Tawana’s Bald Hill 
IF TAWANA Resources managing director Mark Calderwood is right, Australia’s latest lithium producer could 

prove over time to be one of the best of the new wave of hard rock miners. 

 Michael Quinn 

 16 Mar 2018 

 
Bald Hill taking shape in December 2017. 

 

Tawana’s Bald Hill this week joined the Western Australia hard rock lithium producers club, 

with Greenbushes, Mt Marion and Mt Cattlin already in operation, and two Pilbara 

developments plus Kidman Resources’ Earl Grey on their way. 

Speaking this week at Paydirt’s Battery Minerals Conference, Calderwood said “having the 

lowest capex by a long shot” was testament to Bald Hill’s excellent metallurgy, with high 

recoveries being achieved without commensurate grinding. 

He suggested smaller pegmatite deposits such as those found at Bald Hill “tend to be easier” 

to process versus those found at Greenbushes, those in the Pilbara and Earl Grey. 

Calderwood relayed how production at Bald Hill could be increased by 20-25% at the cost of 

a pittance (with the addition of a fines circuit around A$10 million), and that output could be 

“easily” doubled to over 400,000 tonnes per annum with another DMS plant. 

And while reserves might look modest at the moment, Calderwood said the company had 

“decades” of exploration ahead of it with Tawana holding about 700sq.km of its own right 

and a similar amount in the operational joint venture with Singapore-listed Alliance Mineral 

Assets. 

Resources already identified will “easily” into pit shells Calderwood said, pointing out Bald 

Hill had gold equivalent grades of 4-4.5 grams per tonne. 

That sort of grade helps illustrate why producers like Tawana are so desperately keen to be 

producing as much lithium concentrate as they can, with the nearby Chalice gold deposit that 

graded about 5gpt being a company maker for Resolute Samantha in the 1990s. 

http://www.miningnews.net/author/michael-quinn


A new reserve estimate is expected in the next few weeks. 

Shares in Tawana were off 1% to 48c in morning trade, capitalising Tawana at $245 million. 

According to Calderwood, Tawana’s partner Alliance has a broadly similar capitalisation in 

Singapore. 
 



OFF THE RANK
Australia’s newest lithium mine, the Bald Hill joint venture, kicked off production in March. With a 
burgeoning electric vehicle market spearheading demand for lithium-ion batteries, Tawana Resources 
is already pushing full steam ahead with expansion plans.

NEXT CAB
All images: Tawana Resources.

LITHIUM production has commenced at
the Bald Hill lithium-tantalum mine in the

Bald Hill, a 50:50 joint venture
(JV) between operator Tawana and
Singapore-listed Alliance Mineral Assets

mine to commence spodumene production
since Galaxy Resources’ Mt Cattlin in 2016.

Bald Hill was originally a tantalum
project operated by Cannington Mines
between 2002 and 2005.

It was then shuttered until Tawana’s JV 
partner AMAL refurbished the tantalum
plant in 2016; however the project did not 
go into production due to depressed prices.

In July 2016, Tawana decided to buy into
Bald Hill for $12.5m, earning a 50 per cent
stake.

The company immediately began drilling
and proving up lithium resources in the
area to fast track development and meet
overseas demand, with tantalum becoming
a secondary focus.

After a preliminary feasibility study
(PFS) showed a maiden resource of 18.9
million tonnes grading at 1.18 per cent
Li2O, the JV decided to go straight into
construction, skipping the next traditional 

study (DFS) prior to development.

“We didn’t go beyond the PFS because
the project’s economics were so strong 
and we felt it would have been a waste of 
time,” Tawana managing director Mark
Calderwood said.

At a capital cost of about $75m – of which
$30m was spent on the refurbishment of the 
plant – Bald Hill is one of the lowest cost 
lithium mines to come online in Australia.

a tantalum mine meant we could get the 
project up and running fairly quickly,” Mr 
Calderwood said.

To help fund construction, Tawana and
AMAL were prepaid a total of $25m in
an offtake agreement penned with Hong
Kong-based Burwill Holdings in April 2017.

The funding was used towards meeting
the remaining capital costs of Stage 1,
leaving Tawana virtually debt free into
production.

Under the agreement, Burwill will
receive 100 per cent of Stage 1 lithium
concentrate produced from Bald Hill over a

$US880 per tonne (t). 

The prepayment is interest free, and will 
be repaid from 20 per cent of the income
from each lithium concentrate shipment 
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until it has been repaid.

At estimated shipping volumes, Tawana

before the end of the year.

“Roughly monthly, we will send 
shipments of between 10000t and 15000t
of production during 2018,” Mr Calderwood 
said.

After 2019, shipment prices will be 
settled annually for the remaining three
years of the contract.

Seven Months to Production

Lithium concentrate is being produced 
through a newly constructed and 
commissioned 1.2 million tonne per annum 
(mtpa) dense medium separation (DMS) 
circuit, which will be ramped up over 
several months to produce its nameplate 
capacity of 155,000tpa.

the DMS circuit performed to nameplate 
capacity of 162 tonnes per hour (tph), and

positive results.

4152 tonnes of ore was processed over 
a 24-hour period at an average rate of 
173tph, with initial primary concentrate 
sampling returning a grade of 7.03 per cent 
spodumene and less than 1 per cent mica.

Tawana said the results were achieved 
on low-grade commissioning ore and the 
plant performance was consistent with test 
work results achieved in the development 
and design phase of the project.

“To produce concentrates with more than 

two weeks of ore commissioning exceeds 
expectations given the initial low feed grade 
ore being used for commissioning start up,” 
Mr Calderwood said.

“The high-quality of concentrates 
appears to be a testament to the favourable 
mineralogy-metallurgy of the Bald Hill 
deposit and the bespoke design of the DMS
circuit.”

Mr Calderwood said it was a great effort 
by everybody involved to take Bald Hill from 
maiden lithium resource to production in 
nine months, including only seven months 
of construction from the ground up.

“The focus now is to achieve steady state 
production from the Stage 1 DMS circuit
and optimise lithium yields,” he said. 

He admitted that the company had 
felt it was in a race to develop the mine 

and secure offtake agreements as soon as

possible, however demand for lithium had

since picked up pace and was growing

exponentially.

“Previously there was a major sense

of urgency when we weren’t sure how 

deep the market was, but I believe people

have realised it is a lot deeper than they

anticipated,” Mr Calderwood said.

The change in market sentiment has

spurred the Tawana board to advance plans

to increase production by installing a Stage

under 5.6mm.

For a projected capital expenditure of 

mine production capability by an estimated

20 to 25 per cent to 220,000tpa.

The company also expects to begin

shipping a minimum 600,000 pounds of 

tantalum concentrate from this month until

the end of 2020 to German offtake partner

HC Starck Group, with pricing above what 

had been anticipated in the PFS.

Expansion

High demand from offtake partners 

will drive an increase in production and 

exploration activities this year at Bald Hill, 

according to Tawana.

Speaking at Paydirt’s Battery Minerals 

Conference in Perth last month, Mr 

Calderwood signalled 2018 would be 

a pivotal period of growing the mine’s 

resource base and expanding production 

rates.

“We could easily take this project up 

from a 155,000tpa nameplate capacity up to 

220,000tpa, and an extra DMS circuit could 

double that to 440,000tpa quite easily with 

a low capital cost.”

To meet those production rates, Tawana 

is accelerating plans to prove up further

reserves and extend Bald Hill’s current 

mine life of just 3.6 years.
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Mr Calderwood said that tenements

surrounding Bald Hill had been vastly 

underexplored while the company was 

commissioning the plant and getting into 

production.

“It’s been pretty quiet over the last six 

on the existing mining license to get into

production quickly,” Mr Calderwood said. 

exploration again over about 1600sqkm.

“With AMAL, we have 770sqkm locked 

up under the JV, and in our own right have 

about another 770sqkm to explore in the 

region.”

With the resource open in all directions 

from the plant site, the company said it 

extensional drilling campaign this year.

“Initial data has uncovered vast

200skqm of the Bald Hill project area so 

far,” Mr Calderwood said.

enough resource tends to be an issue, these 

team to prove up further reserves and we 

should be able to reveal two or three reserve 

upgrades this year.

“Due to the size of our project area we 

have at least a decade of exploration ahead 

of us to grow production as the market 

grows.”
Bald Hill is Australia’s fifth producing lithium
operation.
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Lithium production has begun at
Tawana Resources’ joint-venture
Bald Hill mine, near Kambalda,
and is expected to ramp up to
its maximum rate in the coming
months. It is the first Australian
mine to begin lithium production
since 2016, with Tawana
managing director Mark
Calderwood intent on optimising
lithium yields.
REPORT PAGE 11
Picture: Tawana Resources

Bald Hill starts
lithium output 

Tawana seeks to lift output
Zach Relph

Tawana Resources boss Mark Cal-
derwood says production at the
Bald Hill lithium mine could be
doubled by the middle of  next year
to cater for mounting demand for
the sought-after commodity.

Yesterday, Tawana announced it
had started producing lithium at
Bald Hill, a joint venture with Sin-
gapore-listed Alliance and Mineral
Assets Limited 50km south-east of
Kambalda, through its newly con-
structed dense media separation
circuit — the first Australian mine
to start spodumene production
since 2016. 

The 1.2 million tonne circuit’s
full production — a rate of  150,000
tonnes of  spodumene annually —
is expected to be reached by July,
with its output poised to rise to
220,000 tonnes after the construc-
tion of  a fine circuit before the
year’s end. 

Mr Calderwood heralded the
plant’s seven-month construction
period and said a second DMS cir-
cuit was scheduled to be establish-
ed at Bald Hill by June, 2019 to
cover future demand. 

“We’re aiming to ramp the plant
up to its full run rate, which will

take three or four months to do,” he
said.

“We are also looking at mirror-
ing the circuit . . . that’s the way 
the demand is heading and I
believe we will find and declare the
reserves to cover that and justify it.

“Ideally, we’d like to have the
second circuit by some time next
year.”

The constructed processing
plant was commissioned on Febru-
ary 15, with 20,000 tonnes of
crushed ore stockpiled at Bald Hill.

The maiden lithium concentrate
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product is poised to be delivered
next month.

Mr Calderwood said Tawana
would focus on exploration to bol-
ster its lithium reserves as it also
worked towards the re-commis-

sioning of  the mine’s tantalum cir-
cuits. 

“We will also jack up our explo-
ration and start adding more
tonnes — exploration has really
taken the back seat for the last six
months,” he said. “We have found a
number of  lithium pegmatites
through mapping and water bore
drilling which are targets, all with-
in a few kilometres of  the mine.”

The Tawana announcement
came as Mines and Petroleum Min-
ister Bill Johnston ruled out any

changes to the existing royalty reg-
ime applied to so-called battery
minerals such as lithium, cobalt
and nickel. Speaking on the side-
lines of  the Paydirt Battery Miner-
als conference in Perth yesterday,
Mr Johnston said the royalty rate
review — initiated by the previous
government — determined the
royalties on minerals other than
gold were adequate so there was no
reason to change them.

Tawana Resources rose 6.5¢, or
14.9 per cent, to 50¢ yesterday. 

Tawana Resources’ dense media separation circuit at Bald Hill, near Kambalda. Picture: Tawana Resources
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Western Australia Placed to Benefit from 

Technology Metal Rush  
March 16, 2018/in Resources Roadhouse, The Conference Caller /by Wally Graham 

COMMODITY CAPERS: Pundits speaking at the at Paydirt’s 2018 Battery Minerals 

conference in Perth have painted a rosy future for Western Australia as the country’s centre 

for battery technology commodity development. 

Opening Day One of the conference, WA Minister for Mines and Petroleum, Bill Johnston 

highlighted the state’s potential to become a leader in the pending electronic resources boom. 

“Strategic imperative for markets to not be overly exposed to single supplier systems has the 

potential to smooth out the customer base and increase demand for Western Australia’s 

resources,” Johnston said. 

His expectations were echoed across the two days as speakers lined up to sing the praises of 

WA’s abundant technology metals resources. 

According to Midas Engineering Group director/principal consulting engineer Damian 

Connelly, the expected demand for battery minerals will create a boom in Western Australia, 

“bigger and more sustained” than the state’s gold boom of the 1990s. 

Speaking at day two of Paydirt’s 2018 Battery Minerals conference in Perth, Connelly said 

the sector was misjudging the full impact that demand for the precious commodity will have 

in the short to medium term. 

“Make no mistake, the demand for battery minerals will create a WA boom bigger and more 

sustained than the gold boom of the 1990s,” Connelly said. 

“The market and financial institutions are underestimating the huge disruptive change and the 

speed of change occurring in the technology of the battery market. 

“The very demanding technical specifications for battery minerals will limit the suitability of 

some ores. 

“With cobalt, nickel, vanadium and manganese, and exciting new technology will produce 

the demanding pure specifications required. 

“Demand is currently exceeding supply and current expansions will still lag behind for a 

number of years to come.” 

Connelly’s warning rang out the day after it was claimed Western Australia could soon 

become a global hub for battery manufacturing with the state expected to be the only 

jurisdiction in the country to produce all raw materials for lithium ion battery production. 

Minerals Commodities Limited business development manager Daniel Hastings told the 

conference that with WA expected to become the only jurisdiction in Australia and possibly 

the world producing all raw materials for lithium-ion battery production – including nickel 

sulphate, lithium carbonate and hydroxide, and potentially battery anode material – the state 

will be well positioned to entice battery manufacturers to invest in infrastructure. 

http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/western-australia-placed-to-benefit-from-technology-metal-rush/
http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/western-australia-placed-to-benefit-from-technology-metal-rush/
http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/category/resources-roadhouse/
http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/category/the-conference-caller/
http://resourcesroadhouse.com.au/_blog/Resources_Roadhouse/post/author/5kedn/


“We take the view – like most other companies – that the current energy revolution has just 

begun and the outlook for battery raw materials is extremely positive,” Hastings said. 

Connelly basically agrees – and warned that sector and financial institutions need to act fast 

to ensure WA maximised this potential. 

“The demand for high purity battery grade lithium carbonate is expected to grow significantly 

in the near term,” Connolly said. 

“The lithium-ion battery sector is one of the fastest growing and largest consumers of lithium. 

“Lithium-ion batteries have superior energy density, are more efficient and environmentally 

friendly than traditional acid batteries and the cost is falling based on innovation and 

technical development. 

“Demand for battery minerals in WA is expected to grow at intense levels – plans and 

structures put in place now will heed well for the future.” 
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